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Provisional agenda

1. Opening of meeting and adoption of the agenda  
   SACEPO WPR 1/24

2. Implementation of 2nd basket of legal changes: status report  
   SACEPO WPR 2/24

3. MyEPO Portfolio: update including the revised legal framework to enhance quality (new MyEPO decision)  
   SACEPO WPR 3/24

4. Convergence of practice  
   SACEPO WPR 4/24

5. Fee policy: information on aspects of implementation  
   SACEPO WPR 5/24

6. Acceleration of opposition where parallel court cases are pending  
   SACEPO WPR 6/24

7. AOB  
   Proposal for amendment of Rule 83 EPC  
   SACEPO WPR 7/24  
   (suggested by epi)

8. Wrap-up and closure of the meeting  
   [date of next meeting: 24.10.2024]

After each agenda point there will be time for questions and suggestions from members and exchanges with EPO representatives, as well as reports on actions where applicable.

The meeting is expected to end at around 12.30 hrs.